
 

 

DATE: April 30, 2012 

TO: Board of Commissioners 

FROM: Patrick Quinton, Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Report Number 12-06 

Endorsing Metro’s Request for Proposals (RFP) Process for a Convention Center Hotel 
and Authorizing the Executive Director to Enter into Direct Negotiations with the 
Selected Developer 

 

BOARD ACTION REQUESTED 

Adopt Resolution No. 6942 

ACTION DESCRIPTION 

Adoption of this Resolution will express PDC’s support for a Metro-led competitive solicitation process  
to develop a privately-owned Convention Center Hotel (CCH) adjacent to the Oregon Convention Center 
(OCC); and will authorize the Executive Director to enter into direct negotiations with the selected 
developer for the disposition of PDC-owned Block 26 and the southern half of Block 43 (PDC Property) in 
the Oregon Convention Center Urban Renewal Area (OCCURA) to the selected developer should that 
developer express interest in the PDC Property (Attachment A) and financing terms. 

In April 2012, Metro, Multnomah County, the City of Portland, and PDC agreed to a Statement of 
Principles pledging support to pursue development of a privately-owned CCH (Attachment B).  This 
action further supports and advances that partnership.  Metro has identified properties adjacent to the 
OCC that are eligible for development of a CCH.  These properties include four publicly-owned 
properties, including the PDC Property, and additional privately-owned properties (Attachment A). 

Staff from Metro will be present at the meeting to answer any questions. Following Board endorsement, 
Metro plans to issue the RFP in May 2012 and to select a development team by July 2012.  The 
disposition of the PDC Property and any PDC financing for the CCH will remain subject to future Board 
approval. 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

Goal 1 of the OCCURA Plan is to “recruit at least one headquarters hotel in the immediate vicinity of the 
OCC to capitalize on the convention center’s capacity.” 

The 18,000 square foot (SF) (0.41 acre) southern half of the PDC-owned Block 43 property is located at 
910 NE Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard.  The 33,276 SF (0.76 acre) PDC-owned Block 26 is located at 
888 NE Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard.  PDC acquired the PDC Property in 1999 (Block 43) and 2001 
(Block 26) for the purpose of developing a two-block headquarters hotel.  The two properties are 
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separated by NE Pacific Street, which would likely have to be vacated to provide a large enough and 
coordinated location for a CCH.   

Prior efforts to develop a headquarters hotel (HQ Hotel) between 2004 and 2009 included significant 
efforts by PDC staff and several Board actions (Attachment C).  Although the programmatic 
requirements of a HQ Hotel varied during that effort, at that time, a HQ Hotel development was 
generally anticipated to be directly adjacent to the OCC and to require: (1) a minimum of a 600-room, 3 
½ star hotel; (2) approximately 53,000 SF of meeting/ballroom and retail space; (3) upscale restaurant; 
(4) approximately 120 parking spaces; and (5) minimum 500 room block agreement. 

In September 2004, PDC issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) seeking a developer for a HQ Hotel.  In 
October 2005, after completion of the RFP process, the Board authorized exclusive negotiations with 
Garfield Traub Ashforth-Pacific (GTA) (Resolution No.6305). 

The project’s due diligence phase revealed that a privately-owned model for the HQ Hotel would not be 
feasible.  Therefore, in October 2006, the Board directed staff to work with partners Metro, MERC, 
Multnomah County, and the City of Portland’s Office of Management and Finance to study a publicly-
owned hotel. 

In 2007, project leadership transitioned to Metro, which owns the OCC and whose subsidiary, MERC, 
operates the OCC, since this owner/operator relationship would likely apply as well to a publicly-owned 
HQ Hotel.  In late 2009, the effort was put on hold due to economic conditions, the local hotel market, 
opposition to public hotel ownership, and lack of political consensus on the amount and type of public 
investment. 

In May 2010, PDC entered into a non-binding Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with StarTerra 
LLC, Hill/Redwood Development Corporation, Hyatt Hotels Corporation, and Intercommunity Mercy 
Housing to evaluate a mixed-use development concept on Blocks 47 and 49 directly north of the OCC 
(including the PDC-owned Block 47 parcel) to include a privately-owned headquarters hotel.  The 
StarTerra team examined a 600-room, $177 million privately-owned hotel that StarTerra determined 
was not privately financeable.  StarTerra submitted a proposal for a publicly-financed hotel that was 
determined by PDC to be unfeasible.  The MOU expired November 8, 2010. 

In 2011, PDC staff initiated a development solicitation process for the Inn at the Convention Center, 
which is located on the northern half of Block 43.  Since that process is under way, this property has 
been excluded from consideration as part of the CCH solicitation process at this time.  

In January 2012, Metro announced plans to lead a new effort to solicit proposals for a privately-owned 
CCH with associated 500-room block agreement adjacent to the OCC.  In addition to Metro, this effort 
includes Multnomah County, the City of Portland, and PDC (CCH Partners).  Metro has identified 
properties adjacent to the OCC as candidate sites for the CCH, including four publicly-owned properties 
and additional privately-owned properties.  Metro believes now is an appropriate time to take a fresh 
look at developing a CCH because key circumstances have changed, including a significant improvement 
in general economic and hotel-specific industry metrics, and a decline in construction and financing 
costs.   This combination of forces makes a CCH more likely to be feasible. 

In support of Metro’s RFP efforts, on April 2, 2010, PDC entered into a non-binding MOU with StarTerra 
LLC permitting StarTerra to incorporate the 0.31 acre PDC-owned Block 47 parcel with the 2.6 acres of 
adjacent properties either owned or controlled by StarTerra for the purposes of responding to the 
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Metro RFP, and expressing PDC’s intent to enter into direct negotiations with StarTerra for the 
disposition of the Block 47 parcel should StarTerra be the selected developer.   

The CCH Partners agreed to a Statement of Principles dated April 13, 2012, pledging support to proceed 
with a developer selection process and to determine the feasibility of a privately-owned CCH 
(Attachment B). 

Below is a summary of the differences between the prior HQ Hotel and current CCH efforts: 

 

 Prior HQ Hotel Effort (2004-09) Current CCH Effort 

Program Requirements 600 rooms, minimum 3 ½ star hotel, 
approximately 50,000 SF 
meeting/ballroom and retail space, 
upscale restaurant, 119 parking 
spaces, minimum 500-room block 
agreement 

Minimum 500-room block 
agreement; amenities to support 
national conventions (meeting 
rooms, ballrooms, restaurants, etc.) 

Location PDC-owned Blocks 43 and 26 Properties adjacent to the OCC, 
including four publicly-owned sites 
(including Block 26 and southern 
half of Block 43), and additional 
privately-owned properties 
adjacent to the OCC 

Total Development Cost Approximately $197.5 million To be determined (lower 
anticipated costs due to lower 
program requirements) 

Ownership and 
Operation 

2004-2007: Privately-owned, 
privately-operated model evaluated. 

2007-2009: Publicly-owned, privately-
operated model evaluated. 

Privately-owned, privately-
operated. 

Potential PDC 
Investment 

$4.5 million ($1.5 million for site 
preparation, $3 million for 
predevelopment activities); value of 
PDC Property ($11 million) 

$4 million in FY 12/13 Requested 
Budget (financing terms and 
conditions to be determined); value 
of PDC Property (disposition terms 
and conditions to be determined) 

 

The 14,800 SF building located on the southern half of the Block 43 property is currently leased to the 
Pongo Fund, which distributes food to the pets of the homeless.  PDC has notified the Pongo Fund of 
PDC’s intent to terminate the lease as of June 30, 2012, due to the poor condition of the building. 
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In 2011, the existing building on Block 26 was demolished and the property converted to a public plaza 
at Metro’s expense and leased to Metro for five years for the purpose of conducting outdoor exhibits for 
the OCC. 

The Metro RFP will require the proposals to include sufficient detail to determine that: 

1. The development team is capable of a project of this type and scale – and has had past relevant 
experience with similar projects; 

2. The project is financially feasible, based on the respondent’s estimated project budget, financing 
structure, operating pro forma, and level of required public investment; 

3. The proposed hotel is of sufficient size and quality, with an appropriate associated amenity 
package, and commits to a minimum 500-room block agreement; and 

4. The proposed location is directly adjacent to the OCC. 

Metro anticipates issuing the RFP for the CCH in early May, responses to be due in mid June, and a 
selection to be made by the end of July. 

COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC BENEFIT 

The development of a major hotel in the vicinity of the OCC has been a long-term goal of the City, the 
OCC Urban Renewal Plan, and stakeholders including the Lloyd Executive Partnership (LEP) and the Lloyd 
District Community Association (LDCA).  According to studies completed by industry experts for PDC and 
Metro in 2005-07, the addition of a CCH will likely attract, at a minimum, eight additional national 
conventions per year to Portland, which will generate $54.4 million tourism dollars and 820 living wage 
jobs. 

Development of a CCH will remove blight, improve the quality of the built environment, and capitalize 
on the public investment in the Portland Eastside Streetcar, which is located immediately adjacent to 
the PDC Property. 

The selected developer will be required to pursue public and social equity goals, including 
Minority/Women/Emerging Small Business (M/W/ESB) goals, First Opportunity Target Area (FOTA) 
employment goals, and green building standards, based upon the level of public investment.  
Established by Metro in 1989, the FOTA program is intended to ensure that economically disadvantaged 
residents within the defined geographical area proximate to the OCC be offered the first opportunity to 
apply for employment at the OCC.  

Applicants must meet the qualifying annual household income limit for the past 12 months of less than 
$25,000 as an individual, or $40,000 for an entire household and reside within the target boundaries in 
order to apply for FOTA job opportunities. 

Target area: 

North boundary - Columbia Boulevard 

East boundary - 42nd Avenue 

South boundary - Banfield Freeway (I-84) 

West boundary - Chatauqua Avenue to Willamette Boulevard; follow the Willamette River and 
Greeley Avenue by Fremont Bridge; west on Fremont Bridge to Albina Community and 
Northwest target area boundaries, but continue south along Willamette River to I-5 and I-84. 
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To the extent the selected developer expresses interest in the PDC Property, disposing of the PDC 
Property will also reduce PDC’s ongoing ownership and maintenance costs. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND FEEDBACK 

With regard to this action, on April 9, 2012, PDC staff provided an update to the OCC Urban Renewal 
Advisory Committee (URAC) on the status of this effort and the requested Board action.  In the past, 
project stakeholders including the OCCURAC, the Lloyd Executive Partnership (LEP), and the Lloyd 
District Community Association (LDCA) have been supportive of developing a CCH.  The OCCURAC will 
have opportunities to provide feedback as the project progresses. 

Previously, PDC undertook extensive public outreach efforts relating to efforts to develop a HQ Hotel, 
including establishing a Technical Advisory Committee and the Mayor’s Headquarters Hotel 
Independent Review Task Force.  Since 2007, when Metro became the lead agency for the project, PDC 
has kept the OCCURAC informed about progress on the project. 

The effort to develop a major convention hotel adjacent to the OCC has been controversial due to the 
high costs of the project, lack of a complete private financing package, the proposed public ownership of 
a hotel that was evaluated from 2007-2009, public financing and/or public subsidy of a hotel relative to 
private-sector hotels that do not receive similar public financing, potential for a HQ Hotel to undercut 
room rates especially when conventions are not occurring, and lack of clarity on community benefits 
(i.e., increased national conventions and associated economic benefits) relative to costs.  Public 
feedback will be solicited through this process. 

BUDGET AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

The FY 2012-13 PDC Requested Budget includes $4.0 million to support the development of a CCH 
(Attachment D). 

This action will not authorize the expenditure of these funds. This action will result in increased 
workload for PDC staff.  However, this has already been taken into account in establishing staff work 
plans to assist Metro with the RFP process, evaluation of proposals, and negotiation of potential 
financing terms, and will not require additional staff.  The southern half of Block 43 was appraised with a 
market value of $1,920,000 in September 2011.  Block 26 was purchased in 2001 for $2,350,000.  The 
current market value of Block 26 is not known as a recent appraisal has not been conducted. An 
appraisal will be conducted prior to disposing of the property. 

The sale of land and provision of financing for the CCH, if any, will be subject to future Board approval. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

Although this action does not commit any PDC financial resources to a CCH, it does create a potential 
financial risk in that the CCH Partners and/or responders to the Metro RFP may assume that PDC’s 
budgeted resources of $4.0 million and the value of land may be granted by PDC to the project.  PDC 
staff has mitigated this risk by clarifying that PDC financing is subject to terms and conditions to be 
negotiated and that the sale of land and financing terms will be subject to future Board approvals.  PDC 
staff’s preference is to negotiate terms that provide a return on PDC’s investment. 

This action creates a risk that, should the CCH not be financially feasible, project partners may request 
additional financial assistance from PDC.  This risk has been mitigated by communicating to project 
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partners that limited funds are available in the OCCURA and that those funds have been budgeted for 
other priority projects. 

By authorizing the Executive Director to enter into direct negotiations with the selected developer 
should the selected developer express interest in the PDC Property, this action creates a potential 
perception risk that PDC will be bound to enter into a development agreement with the developer 
selected through Metro’s RFP process.  This potential risk is mitigated by the following: (1) the Executive 
Director, in his/her discretion, may terminate negotiations with the selected developer; and (2) the sale 
of land and PDC financing terms will be subject to future Board approvals. 

This action creates a public trust risk in that prior efforts to develop a headquarters hotel have been 
controversial and unsuccessful and that further efforts may be viewed as an inefficient use of public 
resources.  Past efforts to develop a HQ Hotel have not been successful as they have relied on public 
ownership and/or significant public financing of the hotel.  In addition, economic conditions, the local 
hotel market and opposition to public hotel ownership have thwarted these efforts. 

Actions taken to mitigate these risks include: (1) reducing the programmatic requirements of the hotel 
to reduce scope and costs; (2) increasing the number of eligible sites from one publicly-owned site to 
multiple publicly- and privately-owned sites; and (3) specifically limiting the solicitation process to 
privately-owned and operated hotels. 

An additional reason for unsuccessful prior efforts was a lack of political consensus among the local 
government partners on the amount and type of public investment to be made in the CCH.  While many 
circumstances have changed, there is a continuing risk of lack of political consensus on the amount and 
type of public investment, especially where agreement among more than one governmental agency is 
required.  This risk has been partially mitigated by the CCH Partners agreeing to a Statement of 
Principles at the outset of the project pledging their support to proceed with a developer selection 
process to determine if a privately-owned hotel is feasible. 

There is a risk that hotel proposals will not be financially feasible.  This risk cannot be mitigated at this 
time.  The financial feasibility of the proposals will be evaluated by the CCH Partners during the RFP 
process prior to bringing any future actions on the sale of PDC land or provision of PDC financing to the 
Board. 

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 

Alternatively, the Board can: 

(1) take no action and direct staff to not endorse Metro’s RFP efforts.  If no action is taken, this 
could signal to the CCH Partners PDC’s lack of support for the initiative and could be a lost 
opportunity to collaborate with our local government partners.  In addition, taking no action 
would significantly reduce the likelihood of success of the CCH initiative as the PDC Property 
and/or potential PDC financing are viewed by the CCH Partners as essential to developing a 
complete financing package; or 
 

(2) endorse Metro’s RFP process but defer authorizing the Executive Director to enter into 
direct negotiations with the preferred developer until after proposals have been submitted.  
This could create confusion with potential private developers regarding the potential 
availability of the PDC Property and reduce the likelihood that developers would express 
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interest in developing the CCH on the PDC Property since the PDC decision making process 
would lack clarity. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

A. Project Summary 

B. Statement of Principles 

C. HQ Hotel Chronology 

D. URA Financial Summary 
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PROJECT SUMMARY 

 

Project Name: Convention Center Hotel – Blocks 43 and 26 

Description: Support Metro’s effort to solicit proposals for development of a Convention 

Center Hotel and, should the selected developer express interest in the PDC 

owned Blocks 26 and southern half of Block 43, authorize the Executive 

Director to enter into direct negotiations with the selected developer.  

URA: Oregon Convention Center (OCC) 

Current Phase: Solicitation of Development Proposals 

Next Milestone: Disposition and Development Agreement 

Completion Target: December 2012 

Outcome: Development of a Convention Center Hotel adjacent to the OCC 

 

 

Note: Site 1 consists of the 0.3 acre PDC-owned Block 47 property and the 2.6 acres owned or controlled 
by StarTerra LLC. 
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Headquarters Hotel Project 

  Portland Development Commission Documents  

Chronology 

2004-2009 

 

 

PDC Board Resolution September 2004 

 Request for Proposal (RFP) #04-09. The Commission issued an RFP to seek a 
development team to construct a Headquarters Hotel (HQ Hotel) adjacent to the 
Oregon Convention Center 

 

PDC Board Resolution # 6218, Report # 05-03 January 12, 2005 

 RFP #04-09. The Commission approved a revised evaluation process and schedule 
for the four qualified proposals received 

 

PDC Board Report # 05-55 June 8, 2005 

 Briefing:  RFP #04-09. HQ Hotel development team evaluation process update 

 

PDC Board Resolution # 6264, Report # 05-70 June 22, 2005 

RFP #04-09. Modifications to the HQ Hotel’s development team solicitation and 
selection process 

 

PDC Board Report # 05-100 September 14, 2005 

 Briefing: RFP #04-09. The Executive Director’s recommendation for Garfield Traub and 
Ashforth Pacific Inc. (GTA) as the HQ Hotel development team 

 

PDC Board Report # 05-108 October12, 2005 

 Briefing: RFP #04-09. The Executive Director affirmed GTA‘s proposal as the most 
responsive of the received proposals 

 

PDC Board Resolution # 6305, Report # 05-116 October 26, 2005 

 Request to initiate exclusive negotiations with GTA to acquire land and develop the 
HQ Hotel  

 

PDC Board Report # 06-52 May 24, 2006 

 Commission briefing on HQ Hotel project.  Commission directs staff to investigate a 
public ownership model.  

 

PDC Board Report # 06-112 October 25, 2006 
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 Update briefing on HQ Hotel project.  Commission directs staff to continue public 

ownership model.  

 

PDC Board Resolution # 6461, Report # 07-33 March 14, 2007 

 Transition Leadership of the HQ Hotel Development from the Portland Development 
Commission to Metro  

 

PDC Board Resolution # 6462, Report # 07-34 March 14, 2007 

 Approve OCC URA Plan 16
th

 Amendment and forward to Planning Commission and City Council with 
recommendation to approve.  16

th
 amendment adds authority for investment in a public building to the UR Plan.  

The 16
th

 amendment was not adopted by City Council.  

 

The project was put on hold in late 2009 due to ongoing concerns with development costs, financing, 
and feasibility. 
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URA Financial Summary 

 


